CARRYING CASES - WA6180 SHORT CLOSED, WA6080 LONG CLOSED,
WA6181 SHORT OPEN-ENDED, WA6081 LONG OPEN-ENDED INSTALLATION
Important: Open-ended carrying cases (WA6181 short or WA6081 long, depending on the unit) are designed for
Workabout Pro4s with scanner/imager/multipurpose end-caps installed.
Closed carrying cases (WA6180 short or WA6080 long) are designed to fit units with blank/standard endcaps installed.

WA6080 Closed
Velcro Disks

WA6081
Open-ended

1.

Pull open the flap at the bottom of the carrying case, and unzip the zippers along the sides of the case.

Important: Open-ended carrying cases have Velcro disks included with them to help secure the Workabout Pro4 to the
carrying case.
Remove the velcro disks attached inside on either side of the case. Strip the plastic from the disks and apply
a disk to each side of the Workabout Pro4, above the side buttons.

2.

Slide the unit into the carrying case.

3.

Check that the unit is aligned properly in the case with the display and keyboard clearly visible.

4.

Fasten the zippers on either side of the unit, and press the velcro bottom flap in place.

Important: For open-ended cases, press on either side of the case where the velcro disks are located to secure the
Workabout Pro4 to the case.
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Belt Clip
All carrying cases are shipped with a belt clip.

Belt Clip

Attach on either side of case

1.
2.

Attach the clips onto the rings on either side of the case.
Use the belt clip to hook the carrying case onto your belt.
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